New Fashions Favor Cocoa-Colored Gems
(NAPSA)—Chocolate has found
its way to the necks, arms, hands,
and bodices of fashion runway
models.
According to experts at the
Gemological Institute of America
(GIA), educator to the global gem
and jewelry industry, gemstones
with warm, brown tones are heating up. Droves of fashionistas are
dipping into this latest cocoa-colored fashion trend.
The world’s most influential
designers in couture apparel and
jewelry agree. Many have built
their fall fashion menus around
shades of brown—from the most
delicate caramels and mochas to
the darkest chocolates and coffees.
The latest fashion shows in
Paris echo the earthy color movement. John Galliano at Christian
Dior sent out a crocodile coat with
matching hat and lace-up boots in
deep brown. Missoni mixed it up
with an oversized, abstract floral
print in black, white and shades of
brown.
In jewelry, the selection of
chocolate-colored stones is vast,
and gemstone experts point out a
number of choices.
For the ultimate in russet
glamour, think diamonds. Brown
diamonds. There are plenty on
earth, says GIA, creator of the
International Diamond Grading
System and the Four Cs of diamonds. A lightly tinted brown dia-

This brown topaz ring is an
example of the brownish shades
favored by designers for fall
jewelry.
mond, often marketed as a “champagne” diamond, or a darker
“cognac” diamond, can accentuate
fall’s warm-toned flavors.
The Institute, which grades
many of the world’s diamonds,
advises to always ask for a GIA
Diamond Grading Report whenever purchasing any diamond.
Other brown and golden-colored
gems that can heat up your fall
wardrobe include sunstone, and
andalusite, citrine, tiger’s-eye and
amber. Fire opal is also a hot new
front-runner in jewelry designs.
Smoky quartz is sizzling too. Bold
rings and pendants made of roughcut crystals of quartz with gold and
black needle-like inclusions are
some of the most loved.

Bronze-colored pearls can’t be
left out either. From large Tahitians
to baroque (asymmetrical) freshwaters, natural- and treated-color
pearls come in a range of hues that
complement sophisticated fall gem
flavors.
The key to wearing the new
browns in jewelry is to go for contrast: cognac diamonds juxtaposed
with colorless diamonds; bronze
pearls alternating with white
pearls; and tiger’s-eye set in silver,
just to name a few possibilities.
Other gems can create the same
look, according to gem experts.
Cat’s-eye, topaz, and brown zircon,
and agate, even lesser-known gems
like chrysoberyl and dravite, all
provide the brownish shades
favored by designers for jewelry.
The best fashion advice? It may
be to invest in some of the chocolate fashions of the times and to
add to your wardrobe the season’s
must-have jewelry additions in
the tastes of chocolate.
For more information about
gemstones and jewelry, GIA’s Gem
Laboratory or education opportunities in these fields, visit
www.gia.edu or call 800-421-7250.
You can also learn about the
important factors that affect gemstone values, along with the history, lore and care of 20 popular
gemstones at the “How to Buy a
Gemstone in 7 Simplified Steps”
Web site tutorial.

***
To suppose as we all suppose, that we could be rich and not behave as the rich behave, is like
supposing that we could drink all day and stay sober.
—Logan Pearsall Smith
***

(NAPSA)—A growing number
of young children are getting an
early appreciation of the beauty of
classical music, art and dance
thanks to three DVDs that bring
the worlds of art, music and dance
to life through animation. The
DVDs are called “Classical Baby:
The Art Show,” “Classical Baby:
The Music Show” and “Classical
Baby: The Dance Show.”
A new study shows that many
teens are establishing credit at an
early age. Eleven percent of teens
have credit cards in their name
and the percentage increases
with age. The poll, “Teens and
Personal Finance,” conducted by
JA Worldwide (Junior Achievement) and The Allstate Foundation, is available at www.ja.org.
Kids with a Kool-Aid stand can
have a good time and earn money.
Plus, Kool-Aid mixed from the
presweetened canister has onethird less sugar than leading regular sodas. When not managing the
stand, kids can have fun online at
www.koolaid.com.
BJ Schreuder, general manager
of the Marriott Druids Glen Hotel
& Country Club in Dublin, uses different strategies to remember
names and make guests feel welcome. It’s a great way to make a
lasting impression. To learn more

or to make reservations at Marriott
properties, visit www.marriott.com.
If you or someone you know is
interested in pursuing or enriching a career as an administrative
professional, signing up with a
staffing firm such as Adecco
(www.adeccousa.com) can be an
excellent way to start. Admin professionals are in demand throughout much of the country and many
temporary assignments become
permanent within a few months.
Glue dates back as far as 4000
B.C., but in 2005, Krazy Glue
came out with a Color Change Formula. It goes on purple and dries
clear. It bonds instantly to wood,
metal, ceramic, pottery, rubber,
vinyl, leather and plastic surfaces.
One Illinois woman reportedly
even used the glue to seal a leak in
her boat that was a mile offshore.
According to a recent online

survey of American adults
responding to the recent Personal
Shopper Back-To-School Shopping
Survey by Harris Interactive, 61
percent of parents said that “staying within my budget” is one of
the biggest challenges they face
with back-to-school shopping.
Experts say good preparation is
an essential ingredient in helping
people eat a better breakfast. Philip
Jones, president of Jones Dairy
Farm, suggests buying food items
that are ready-to-eat or take minimal time to prepare. To learn more,
visit www.jonesdairyfarm.com.
The latest anti-acne strategy
emphasizes maintenance therapy,
using retinoids to keep skin clear
and reduce rebound. Retinoids
such as Differin (adapalene) Gel,
0.1%, have been studied and found
effective with minimal side effects.
For more information on acne
treatment, visit www.differin.com.
There are resources that can
help students—and parents—
tackle the challenge of decorating
on a student budget. According to
Robyn Arvedon of HomeGoods,
“There are so many creative and
affordable ways to showcase a person’s individual style and taste, no
matter what size the living space
is.” Check out the stylish selections at www.homegoods.com.
®
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Preppy And Bohemian-Inspired Looks Make The Grade
(NAPSA)—As budding fashionistas prepare to get back into the
school year, picking out what to
wear takes top priority. While
classic looks like jeans and Tshirts may never go out of style,
preppy and bohemian-inspired
looks are expected to be all the
rage this back-to-school season.
The good news for parents: showing skin is no longer in.
“While kids love their jeans,
we’re seeing a shift into more
bohemian-inspired styles and
layered looks,” said Jennifer
DeBarge-Goonan, style expert for
Marshalls. “Kids are shaking up
the traditional with embroidered
tops and eclectic inspired detailing—like sequins and embellishments on everything from jeans
to skirts and accessories.”
The Trendy
Kids love a little drama in
their wardrobe. This season’s
denim with deconstruction and
embroidered details are no exception. For a twist on the traditional, kids are going for styles
with rips and sewn-on accents in
faded washes. Young hipsters can
pair jeans with a collared shirt or
T-shirt in bold colors, while teen
girls will likely choose a fun
camisole or a sweater with threequarter-length sleeves.
The Prepster
Across the board, older and
younger kids are getting into the
preppy look by layering T-shirts
with colored polo shirts in chocolate brown, lime and orange.
Button-down shirts accented
with a casual jacket will have
kids looking like they just
stepped out of a John Hughes
film.

Back-to-school is going “old
school” with bohemian and ’80sinspired fashion trends.
The Bohemian
Long skirts, crochet sweaters,
tunics and accessories with
embroidery and embellishments all
represent this worldly, ethnic style
and can be found at Marshalls.
Pair a tiered skirt with boots and a
colorful top or don beaded accessories for added flair. Kids love this
comfy, chic look because it encourages individuality and takes many
forms without showing skin.
The Athlete
Athletic-inspired outfits and
logo-embellished items from track
jackets to T-shirts and backpacks
are must-haves for every age.
Being on the varsity team is more
than just a status symbol; it’s a
style that younger siblings are
anxious to imitate. Boys take this
look from the field to the classroom with oversized T-shirts,
warm-ups and sneakers.

Proper Care Keeps Disposal Odors At Bay
(NAPSA)—Most homeowners
don’t realize garbage disposals
require routine cleaning. In fact,
the majority of people only think
about cleaning their disposal
when they smell an unpleasant
odor. Regular cleaning of your
garbage disposal can stop those
odors from forming.
Kitchen drain odors result from
several sources including buildup
of food particles from incomplete
grinding, accumulation of waste
between grindings and prolonged
time of disposal inactivity. These
particles accumulate and become
a home for odor-causing bacteria,
otherwise what we call grunge.
We looked for ways to effectively clean the disposal. We
wanted to eliminate both the odor
and the grunge that cause the
smell. First we studied home
remedies such as lemons and ice.
These home remedies resulted in
a fresher smelling disposal but did
not actually clean the grunge from
the disposal. Then we laboratorytested several cleaners made
specifically for garbage disposals.
Of the tested cleaners we found
the most effective was a product
called Disposer Care.
When this cleaner was put into
our disposal, aggressive blue foam

Regular cleanings with specialty
products will keep your garbage
disposal fresh and odor-free.
filled the grinding chamber and
came up into the sink. The blue
foam cleaned over 99.7% of the
grunge from our disposal. Once
finished all that was left behind
was a fresh lemon scent. The
entire process only took a couple
minutes and required minimal
effort.
In-Sink-Erator ®, the leading
manufacturer of food waste disposers, recommends using Disposer Care to eliminate problem
drain odors.
Look for it at most grocery,
hardware or mass-merchandise
stores. To find out more about
keeping your garbage disposal
clean, visit www.disposercare.com
or call 1-800-654-0791.

